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Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Page 5 Do Not Sell My Personal Information PageTartTarih Thok subordinal Thok (Extreme) Essay Willed back into being by his diligent children, Ravana, Master hive, rises again with greater brutality than ever before. Left unchecked, the Wrath of the Colony will call the Warring Trinity in Azys Lla to feed on the power of sleeping eikons. Listen to Unukalhai's warning and saturate him for chopping up existence before the catastrophic rates of his saturated appetite for power were
destroyed... Enemies: Requirements: Only eight players (no role requirements) Class: War or Magic Students. 2 2 4 Tomestones 15 (Blue Wizarding Ingring) Item Type ILvl Requirements Stats Faded Hand In Copy Giving Rose Orchestrion Roll
&amp;0000000000000100000001&amp;00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000010000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
Timeworn pages of notes with full score for the theme of Level 1 Ravana, The Hand That Gives the Rose. Unbending Steel Orchestrion Roll&amp;000000000000000100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Level 1 Ravana's theme is The History-like pages of notes featuring Unbending Steel's full score. Ravana Card Triple Triad Card
&amp;000000000000000000000001&amp;00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001 Level 1 is an epic (★★★★) card used in Triple Triad. Hive Totem Miscellany
&amp;0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Reminiscent of The Level 1 Primitive Ravana, this steel idol is used by Gnath during summoning ceremonies. Rose Lanner Whistle Other
&amp;00000000000000000001000000000&amp;00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Level 1 This whistle eales a high-high tone that is said to summon a mythical anger hawk. Ravana'nın Forewing Cloth
&amp;00000000000000000000150000000000000000000000000000000000100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001000000000000000001000000001000000000010000000000000100000000000000000001000000000001000000000001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Hive Forewing Cloth
&amp;0000000000016000000016000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000010000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001000000000000010000000000100000001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001000000000010000000 Kovan Pençeleri Pugilist'in Kolu &amp;00000000000019000000000000000000000060000000060 PGL, MNKReq. Level 60 Physical Damage 72Magic
Damage 50Strength&amp;000000000000920000000+92Vitality &amp;000000000000940000000+94Critical Hit &amp;00000000000000+83 &amp;0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000RDMReq. Seviye 60 Fiziksel Hasar 72Magic Hasar 100Intelligence
&amp;000000000000092000000+92Vitality &amp;0000000000085000000+85Spell Speed &amp;amp; 000000000083000000+83Direct Hit Rate &amp;00000000000000000000000000000+58 Kovan Battleaxe Marauder's Arm &amp;00000000000190000000000000000060 MRD, WARReq. Seviye 60 60 Hasar 72Magic Damage 50Strength &amp;0000000000000000000+92Vitality &amp;0000000000000000000+94Determination
&amp;0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 &amp;000000000000000000000000000000000+58 Kovan Bow Okçu Kol &amp;0000000000001900000000000006000000000600000000060 ARC, BRDReq. Seviye 60 Fiziksel Hasar 72Sihirli Hasar 50Dexterity &amp;00000000000009200000+92Vitality &amp;00000000000940000000+94Critical Hit &amp;00000000000083000000+83Determination
&amp;000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001900019000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000-CÜ F. DRGReq. Seviye 60 Fiziksel Hasar 72Magic Hasar 50Strength&amp;00000000000092000000+92Vitality &amp;0000000000000940000000+94Critical Hit &amp;00000000000083000000+83 Hız
&amp;00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000-CIİLİ&amp;amp;, PSRhir Gladyatör'ün Kolu &amp;0000000000000001900000000190&amp;0000000000000600000000000000, PLDReq. Seviye 60 Fiziksel Hasar 72Magic Hasar 50Strength&amp;00000000000600000+66Vitality &amp;000000000000670000000+67Determination&amp;000000000000000000+57 Skill Speed
&amp;00000000000000000000000000000000000000001900000190000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000-CIİ, PLDReq. Seviye 60 Blok Mukavemeti 533Blok Oranı 183Strength&amp;000000000002600000+26Vitality &amp;000000000027000000+27Tenacity &amp;0000000000024000000+24 Beceri Speed
&amp;0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000060 ASTReq. Seviye 60 Fiziksel Hasar 72Magic Hasar 100Mind&amp;00000000000092000000+92Vitality &amp;0000000000085000000+85Critical Hit &amp;0000000000000000000+83 Spell Speed
&amp;00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000.0000000000000000. Seviye 60 Fiziksel Hasar 72Magic Hasar 50Strength&amp;00000000000092000000+92Vitality &amp;0000000000000940000000+94Critical Hit &amp;00000000000083000000+83 Hız
&amp;0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001900000000000060000000060MChReq. Seviye 60 Fiziksel Hasar 72Sihirli Hasar 50Dexterity &amp;000000000000092000000+92Vitality &amp;00000000000940000000+94Beceri Speed &amp;00000000000083000000+83Determination&amp;00000
000000000000000000+56 Kovan Uzun direk İki elli Thaumaturge's Arm &amp;0000000000001900000000190&amp;0000000000000000000THM, BLMReq. Seviye 60 Fiziksel Hasar 72Magic Hasar &amp;00000000000850000000+85Determination
&amp;000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000008000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 000000000000000000000+58 Kovan Baston İki Elli Conjurer's Arm &amp;00000000000190000000190&amp;000000000000060600000000C, WHMReq. Seviye 60 Fiziksel Hasar 72Magic Hasar 100Mind
&amp;0000000000000092000000+92Vitality &amp;00000000000085000000+85Determination &amp;0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000-58 Kovan Katana Samuray Kolu Kolu SAMReq, what are you doing? Level 60 Physical Damage 72Magic Damage 50Strength&amp;000000000000000920000000+92Vitality &amp;00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000004000000+94Skill
Speed&amp;00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000+58 Hive
Grimoire Arcanist's Grimoire &amp;0000000000000001900000000000000000000000000000000000ACN, SMNReq. Level 60 Physical Damage 72Magic Damage 100Intelligence&amp;000000000000092000000+92Vitality &amp;00000000008500000+85Critical Hit
&amp;0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
Level 60 Physical Damage 72Magic Damage 100Mind&amp;000000000000009200000000+92Vitality &amp;0000000000008500000+85Critical Hit &amp;000000000000000+83Ppell Speed &amp;0000000000000000580000000+58 Hive Kris Rogue's Arm &amp;0000000000000001900000000000&amp;00000000000000606000000000000000000000006060000000000000000000060600000 Level 60 Physical Damage 72Dexterity &amp;00Dexterity &amp;0000000000000092000000+92Vitality
&amp;000000000094000000+94Determination &amp;00 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000+58 Each player on duty will receive 1 Hive Totem after defeating Ravana. PageDiscussionEditHistory Thok subordination Thok (Hard) Trial An insect animal tribe is bound by a hive mind, Gnath but has a collective desire: to expand its territory and succeed without fear of dragons. With this simple but strong wish, there is a great primitive twist on war and
conquest. Depending on Vidofnir's promise to eliminate this threat to the dragon species, you must now take your road friends to war against the wild ally known as Ravana, Lord of the Hive. Enemies: Requirements: Eight players (2 tanks, 2 healers, 4 XPS) ※ The above composition requirement is not based on prebuilt parties. Class: War or Magic Students. 2 2 4 Blue Wizard Log: 300 10 30 Ravana has 2 separate stages and uses the following movements and mechanics in the meantime: Attack Name
Description Fence Wall Most of Ravana's attacks can break and/or destroy wall sections. Players CAN fall in this fight! Stances Ravana will always be one of three posture buffs: Parry: it is active when it uses the Vision Wing and lasts 5 seconds. Damage: Damages Ravana's damage. During this posture, slaughter will use Slaughter, Slaughter or Swift Slaughter Prelude. Defense: Appears first in Phase 2. It will be asabited, which has a second threat, throw a large number of frontline leaves on them. The group
must stand back and healers should focus on keeping this person alive. If they die, the boss will move on to a new target. Bloodlust Gauge Boss measure fills multiple times throughout this challenge. Every time the bar is full, Ravana You get Damage Up buff. Blinding Knife Tankbuster. Severe damage front cleave. Tapasya A 3-hit frontal slid with a small knockback. After the first inning, he Wait a minute before continuing with the next two strokes and give the tank a chance to take a few steps forward and
avoid them. Seeing Wing / Tail Ravana takes a 5-second buff that reflects damage to the players and makes a small throwback, if they are standing on the wrong side. When he reveals this ability, the spiritual shields will appear on the right and left or front and back, where the players can't attack. Recoil only affects physical attacks; do not need to carry magic DPS. See the wing: Shields will appear on its front and back. Players can only attack from the sides. Seeing queues: shields will appear next to it. Players
can only attack from the front or from behind. Cut Sage Used During Damage Posture. Ravana will start charging this ability where it is. After 15 seconds, he will do a huge unsealed AoE around, doing moderate damage, knocking back hit players and giving them a stack of Vulnerabilities. To avoid it, players need to stand in the maximum range. Multiple burning lines in random directions were followed by AoEs and a donut AoE with safe spot in the center of the arena. Carnage Used During Damage Posture.
Ravana will start charging, and then open a random player face. Players need to move and stand directly behind him as he will send a great AoE in all other directions. Then, the burning line AoEs will make a cross and with 2 players marked with a large purple AoE moving with them, the arena is divided into four sections. Ganas Multiple butterfly inserts will flutter down and terrain on the platform. These should be killed as soon as possible: if they finish their casts, they will become a sword and increase the
damage of Bloody Fuller. Spirit Ghana: Immediately begins casting, has low health and dies quickly. Moon Ghana: After a few seconds the casting begins, Spirit Ghanas has much more health. We need to focus as we land. Bloody Fuller Ravana's last day. The more swords from Ghana on the platform, the more damage it does. The whole group will be stunned and lifted into the air. He will charge once throughout the arena, and an additional time for each remaining sword, distributing damage and giving away
a stack of vulnerabilities, before unleashing his full ability. Specifys the beginning of Phase 2. As long as you mt advice and tips, Ravana will never stand in front of you, as she has many frontal cleaves. Don't put the boss against the wall; It's best to keep him in the center so his skills don't tear down the fence wall sooner than necessary. Focus the Moon Ghanas on the Spirit Ghanas. Phase 2 All abilities from Phase 1, with the exception of ghanas, also appear at this stage. Attack Name Description Columns
attack Paradise Ad closeness from the center of the room. No big knockback for all players. Make sure your back is on an unbroken fence wall so you're not knocked down. Hate occurs during defense posture. Multiple pulse spheres attached to players spawn. They will gradually move towards the connected person and explode if you touch them or any other player or other player, causing damage and giving a small AoE stack of Vulnerabilities around them. Players need this kite for a few minutes before they
blast on their own, damaging nearby players. Rapid Carnage Used During Damage Posture. Four players will be marked with swords over their heads, each player will be marked with a different number of swords from 1 to 4. After the second casting time of 15 for skill, the boss will jump away and then charge the players with their heads marked in the order of the sword from the center of the room. Players, marked players should be spread out, not stacking together and the rest of the group is not compatible
with any of the marked players. A donut centered in the middle followed AoE and then a large AoE in the center with safe spots along the edges. AoE is a line aimed at surpanakha which is the second hostility during the Defensive Posture. Atma-Linga Moderate raid width damage. Advice and Tips It is easier to fall at this stage, and if you fall, remember that it cannot be resurrected. Be careful not to go through the spheres during Rose of Hate. Off-tank front Provoke + Shirk main tank so preparation for Defense
Posture should be second to hostility.   (Blue Mage Magic Acquisition) Item Type iLvl Requirements Stats Ravana Card Triple Triad Card &amp;00000000000010000001&amp;00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Epic (★★★★) card used in the 1 Triple Triad
game00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000    Ravana's Forewing Cloth &amp;
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000010000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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